Nearly sixty years have passed since Helmut Richard Niebuhr published *Christ and Culture*, a landmark study of Christian theological typology. The duality, Christ and culture, Niebuhr employed as shorthand for every way Christianity has understood the relationship between Christian faith, especially its theological distillations, and the cultural settings in which these Christian theologies have developed. In this lecture I wish to examine the three great monotheistic traditions of faith—Jewish, Christian and Muslim—employing analogically the three major categories of Christian encounter with culture sketched by Niebuhr. Furthermore, I wish in each instance to examine contemporary examples of these three tendencies.

Those three great types Niebuhr characterized as “opposition between Christ and culture,”1 “fundamental agreement between Christ and culture”2 and “the church of the center”3 that seeks to maintain “the great differences between the two principles” and yet, at the same time, undertakes “to hold them together in some unity.”4

Before I discuss the various ways in which these faith traditions have entered into dialectic with culture, let me offer short-hand definitions of both faith and culture. (1) By faith I mean every way in which human beings in the Jewish, Christian and Muslim traditions respond to the God who invites them into a relationship. Such faith-filled response to a faithful God I have described in my inaugural lecture as the human Amen to God’s prior Amen. At least in these three religious traditions, faith takes much of its basic imagery from the secular covenant relationship between sovereign and vassal, although the meaning of faith is not exhausted by that imagery.5 (2) Under the category of culture I include everything that human beings do with their respective settings. Latinists will recognize that the word culture derives from the third conjugation verb colo, colere, colui, cultus, a configuration that yields in English colony, agriculture, cultivation and cult, all deriving from this single root. Niebuhr, following the lead of the anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, specifies that culture is (a) a social reality, (b) a human achievement as opposed to a natural phenomenon, (c) good for human beings, (d) concerned with the temporal and material realization of values and (e) pluralistic.6

I. FAITH AGAINST CULTURE: CONTEMPORARY JEWISH, CHRISTIAN AND MUSLIM EXAMPLES

Niebuhr traces a line of development for the Christ-against-culture type in Christian history from certain New Testament writings (most notably the First Epistle of John) to Tertullian in the late second and early third century to Leo Tolstoy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Niebuhr rightly characterizes such thinkers and the movements that they have inspired as “Christian withdrawals from and rejection of
the institutions of society.” He notes, however, the ironic fact that these movements of withdrawal and rejection “have been of very great importance to both church and culture.” Is this sort of thing only a phenomenon in the past? Are there examples of such counter-cultural movements—faith against culture—in twenty-first century Judaism, Christianity and Islam? In a brief scope let me suggest some examples.

(a) Faith against Culture in Contemporary Judaism

The most prominent contemporary form of faith against culture in a Jewish setting manifests itself in those minority movements within Orthodox Judaism that characterize themselves as haredim. Haredi Jews represent approximately one-third of Orthodox Jews in Israel (about 300,000 people) and one quarter of Orthodox Jews in the United States (about 125,000 people). Haredim can be found elsewhere, but Israel and the United States account for most haredim. All told, haredim probably account for about 3% of the 13.5 million Jews in the world today. Those figures both in Israel and the United States may be rather fluid, since the rate of child-bearing among the haredim in both countries is high. Furthermore, some haredim actively recruit other Jews.

Why do I characterize the haredim as a faith-against-culture type? Like all Orthodox Jews, the haredim strive to lead their lives in strict adherence to halakhah, Jewish religious law, but they continue in details of lifestyle and occupation to adhere to the customs of an earlier age, most visibly in forms of dress and coiffure, making as few concessions to modernity as possible, tending to live apart from others, including other Jews. The noun haredim derives from the Hebrew Bible, most notably from the final chapter of the Book of Isaiah, a part of so-called Third Isaiah. A post-exilic author less than enthusiastic about the hopes of the prophets Haggai and Zechariah to rebuild the Jerusalem Temple in the late sixth century B.C.E., Third Isaiah, speaking on God’s behalf, puts more stock in those post-Exilic Jews who were concerned with or tremble over the Word of God: “Hear the word of the Lord, you who tremble at his word” (Isaiah 66:5).

The haredim are not one single group but a whole panoply of religious Jews, mainly Ashkenazi (Eastern European) in origin but also including some Mizrahi (long term Middle Eastern) and Sephardi (originally Spanish, later also Middle Eastern) Jews living now in the State of Israel. Within the majority Ashkenazi haredim, one can distinguish two categories of such devotees: Hasidim attached to particular charismatic rebbes and yeshiva students who adhere to particular smaller or larger academies and their roshei yeshiva or deans. It might even be asserted that loyalty to charismatic personal leadership characterizes nearly all haredi sub-groups.

The haredim of modern times, whether in Israel or in the Diaspora, can be defined as Jews for whom the study of the Torah takes precedence over all other mundane concerns, including concern for the State of Israel. Generally speaking, haredim have never reconciled themselves to the secular origins and aims of the Zionist movement. They cite a text from Jeremiah’s letter to the exiles in Babylon and a midrash or studied interpretation from the Babylonian Talmud as the basis for their anti-Zionism.
Needless to say, such a stance by Jews in modern times, in the aftermath of the Shoah and the creation of the State of Israel, is highly controversial, especially in Israel. For the most part the haredim within Israel are exempt from service in the Israel Defense Force.

(b) Faith against Culture in Contemporary Christianity

Much could be said about Christ-against-culture trends in Protestant circles since the time of Niebuhr, but I will concentrate here on faith-against-culture phenomena in modern Catholic settings. Much controversy has arisen since January 24, 2009, when Pope Benedict XVI, in a preliminary effort to reconcile to the Catholic Church the followers of the late Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre, lifted the excommunication of the four bishops ordained without papal authorization by Lefebvre in 1988. It was not only reaction against the vernacular liturgy that characterized the Lefebvrist movement from the beginning. The Lefebvrists also repudiate much of the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965), especially its teaching on episcopal collegiality, religious liberty, ecumenism and interreligious dialogue.

The desire of Pope Benedict to reconcile the Lefebvrist movement follows a pattern in recent Catholic history in which attempts have been made to bring back schismatics when their schism centers on views more stringent than those of the papacy. Individual theologians who have embraced positions that may be called less stringent than those of the papacy have been censured. But none of these theologians has fostered a schismatic movement. Although some German theologians critical of the definition of papal infallibility joined a schismatic movement after the First Vatican Council (1869-1870), schism has been a reactionary preserve in the years since the Second Vatican Council.

Over sixty years ago an American schism began surrounding Father Leonard Feeney, a New England Province Jesuit at the time who was eventually dismissed from the Society of Jesus for disobedience and excommunicated from the Church. The papacy’s ministry charged with doctrinal orthodoxy, at that time called the Holy Office, considered Feeney’s expressed opinions an excessively narrow understanding of the traditional Christian teaching that salvation is impossible outside the Church: *extra ecclesiam nulla salus* (“No salvation outside the Church”). Followers of Father Feeney, including some who had converted to Catholicism under his influence, rejected a broad interpretation of the question as to who will be saved. Banded together under the aegis of the Saint Benedict Center, an independent Catholic student club near Harvard Yard, Feeney and others in the group eventually founded a religious congregation of men and women called the Slaves of the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

Withdrawing in the 1950s to Harvard, Massachusetts, they lived a separate communal life as Catholics more Catholic than the Pope for more than two decades. In the 1970s, however, the then Bishop of Worcester, Massachusetts, Bernard Flanagan, made a successful attempt to reconcile the aging Father Feeney to the Catholic Church, without demanding of him a specific repudiation of his interpretation of the formula *extra ecclesiam nulla salus*. Since that time most (but not quite all) of Feeney’s surviving disciples have also been reconciled with the Catholic Church on the same terms.
At least with schismatics more stringent in their opinions than the papacy, the Catholic hierarchy on all levels seems to have learned something from the experiences that split the Roman Church from the Churches of the East in the fifth century and the eleventh century and the Protestant churches of the West in the sixteenth century. The attempts by Pope Benedict to reconcile the Lefebvrists in the early twenty-first century follow the pattern of the endeavors made in the era of Pope Paul VI and Pope John Paul II to reconcile the Feeneyites. Time will tell how successful this attempt to reconcile the Lefebvrists will prove, given the complication of illicit episcopal ordinations and the broad range of the Lefebvrists’ opinions opposed to the teaching of Vatican II.

(c) Faith against Culture in Contemporary Islam

The message of the Qur’an received by Muhammad between 610 and 632 C.E. was in some sense very counter-cultural, the culture in question being what the Qur’an calls the jahiliyyah (ignorance) of Muhammad’s faithless Arab contemporaries. But jahiliyyah in the Qur’an was not quite so severe a term as kufr (infidelity), a Quranic term designating the utter ingratitude of those who knowingly repudiate the generosity of God.\(^{19}\)

In the first Muslim century a rigorist interpretation of Islam emerged among northern Arab nomads who had converted to Islam. They seceded in 657 C.E. from the camp of ‘Ali, the fourth successor of Muhammad. ‘Ali had shown himself willing to negotiate the justice of his struggle against Mu’awiya in the first civil war in Muslim history. The secessionists from ‘Ali’s camp, called Kharijites from the Arabic word for secession, considered ‘Ali’s willingness to compromise with his opposition as nothing less than total apostasy. By the end of the seventh century the Kharijites had split into numerous smaller and smaller rigorist groups, usually taking their names from one or another charismatic leader.\(^{20}\)

Although Kharijites have not survived as a major sect of Islam,\(^{21}\) some aspects of their rigorism in defining who is a Muslim and who is an infidel (kafir) surfaced in the fourteenth-century teachings of Ibn Taymiyyah\(^ {22}\) and the eighteenth-century doctrine of Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab,\(^ {23}\) forfather of the dominant Wahhabi school of religious thought in Saudi Arabia. In the twentieth century forms of such radical rigorism emanated as well from the Egyptian Sayyid Qutb (1906-1966)\(^ {24}\) and the Indo-Pakistani Mawlana Mawdudi (1903-1979).\(^ {25}\) These twentieth-century writers, more independent autodidacts in religious and legal questions than traditional scholars, condemned all Muslims who compromised with non-Muslim agenda as agents of jahiliyyah, often equating their jahiliyyah with kufr.\(^ {26}\)

The Takfir wa’l-Hijrah sectarians who had withdrawn into the desert in Egypt to live a pure Muslim life kidnapped and killed in 1977 the former Minister of Religious Endowments in the government of President Anwar al-Sadat.\(^ {27}\) Similar sectarians assassinated Sadat himself in 1981. Both groups derived at least some of their thought from the writings of Sayyid Qutb, who had been put to death by the Egyptian government in 1966.
Elsewhere in the Muslim world, the school of Islamic disciplines (Dar al-‘Ulum) at Deoband, and others madrasahs related to it in northern India, have proven fairly stringent in their interpretation of Islam. These schools in Deoband have in the three decades since the Soviet and American-NATO invasions of Afghanistan encouraged some of their students (tāliban), especially those who were Afghan refugees, to join the struggle (jihād) against these foreign occupations by infidels. Although originally quite distinct in their religious orientation, some of these Deobandi tāliban have joined politically with Jama‘at-i-Islami, the Pakistani political disciples of Mawlana Mawdudi.

The religious and political program of Wahhabs, Sayyid Qutb, Mawlama Mawdudi and the Taliban in Afghanistan idealizes the era of Muhammad and the first four caliphs. Such a vision of Islam lacks the historical depth that might incline it towards a more humane understanding of what Islam has meant for over fourteen centuries. Charismatic leaders like Mullah ‘Umar and ‘Usama ibn Ladin have encouraged people fired with these ideals to imitate Muhammad’s hijrah from idolatrous Mecca to an abstract Medina in the caves of Tora Bora. Even if the Muslim faith-against-culture tradition does not exhaust Muslim attitudes towards culture, it has garnered more than a little publicity in the Western media in the past few decades.

II. FAITH OF CULTURE: CONTEMPORARY JEWISH, CHRISTIAN AND MUSLIM EXAMPLES

Niebuhr cites no particular portion of the New Testament as an example of what he calls “the Christ of Culture” (83), but he does suggest that the New Testament contains references to “believers in the Lord” [who also] “seek to maintain community with all other believers. . . So they harmonize Christ with culture, not without excision, of course, from New Testament and social custom, of stubbornly discordant features” (83-84). The prime examples of this would be the Judaizers with whom Paul came into conflict and the intellectual ancestors of the Christian Gnostics of the second century, some foretaste of whose doctrine may be referred to polemically in the Johannine and Deutero-Pauline writings of the New Testament. In later history the term “Culture-Protestantism” (84), evidently coined by Karl Barth, characterizes all those thinkers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries who extolled a version of Christianity that “commended itself to all those who used their reason but used it in the ‘reasonable’ manner characteristic of an English culture that found the middle way between all extremes” (91). Do such varieties of Judaism, Christianity and Islam exist today?

(a) Faith of Culture in Contemporary Judaism

Judaism of culture has an ancient history, not entirely savory, in the hityavnut (Hellenization) that characterized at least some of the priestly class in Jerusalem in the era of the Seleucid tyrant Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164 B.C.E.). The First Book of Maccabees narrates how “certain renegades came out from Israel and misled many, saying, ‘Let us go and make a covenant with the Gentiles around us, for since we separated from them many disasters have come upon us’” (1:11). The feast of Hanukkah
commemorates the ending of that era in the Maccabee insurgency and the renewal of Temple worship that had been profaned by Jews anxious to conform to Greek ways.

But there have been in the European past harmonizations of Jewish faith with culture more subtle than the *hityavnuṭ* of the Seleucid era. What has been called the *Haskalah*, the Jewish Enlightenment dating from the career of Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786), sometimes resulted in the absorption of highly educated Jews into the ambient cultural scene. Moses Mendelssohn remained a Jew himself, learned in the Jewish tradition and willing to defend Judaism in terms comprehensible to his intellectual contemporaries, but four of his six children became Christians. His son Abraham, in an attempt to disguise his Jewish surname, added Bartholdy to it; thus we still know Abraham’s son, the Romantic composer, as Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy.

Although secularized or less than totally religious Jews are known in Israel and other parts of the world, movements have taken shape in the United States that attempt to construe Judaism in terms that evade much overt ‘God-talk.’ One such movement, Reconstructionist Judaism, originated with a rabbi born of an Orthodox family in Lithuania but raised and educated here in New York City, Mordecai Kaplan (1881-1983). Much affected by his study of the philosophy of John Dewey, Kaplan found himself in controversy with his colleagues at Jewish Theological Seminary, a leading Conservative Jewish institution on the Upper West Side. For Kaplan, “God may . . . be defined as the Power that endorses what we believe ought to be, and that guarantees that it will be.” Such a definition of God estranges Reconstructionist Judaism from mainline varieties of Jewish faith.

Another American-originated and even more resolutely secularist revision of the Jewish tradition has been called Humanistic Judaism. Humanistic Jews completely eliminate prayer or any other mention of God from their congregational practice. This movement traces some of its intellectual roots to late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century secularist thought. Sherwin Wine, formerly a Reform rabbi, began to enunciate the program of Humanistic Judaism in Michigan in the 1960s. Convinced that scientific rationalism had made the hypothesis of God the Creator superfluous, Wine wrote that “the age of reason is the age without God. While nostalgia preserves him in the vocabulary of the powerful, he has lost his substance.”

Long before Kaplan’s formulation of Reconstructionist Judaism in the 1930s or Wine’s proposal of Judaism without God in the 1960s, Felix Adler (1851-1933), the son of the chief rabbi of Temple Emanu-el here in New York City, founded the New York Society for Ethical Culture in 1876. The weekly Sunday meetings of the Society for Ethical Culture help to define it as a definitively non-Jewish venture, and many of its adherents today have never been Jewish.

(b) Faith of Culture in Contemporary Christianiry

The United States has given birth to varieties of Christianity more than a little embedded in the ambient culture, especially the American cultural notion that human
beings are endowed with an inalienable right to “the pursuit of happiness.” Niebuhr makes reference to how Thomas Jefferson “excerpted from the New Testament the sayings of Jesus which commended themselves to him.” But the inalienable right to the pursuit of happiness, a phrase introduced into the Declaration of Independence by Jefferson, derived not from the New Testament but, more probably, from philosophers of the eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment. It probably meant, according to Garry Wills, “public happiness,” which was “a secular and scientific term for men of the Enlightenment, a ‘heretical’ displacement of man’s hopes from the hereafter to those immediate gratifications.” In the era since Niebuhr wrote, a number of Christian movements have arisen in America that interpret the happiness to be pursued less philosophically and more therapeutically as the right to feel good about oneself.

The late Norman Vincent Peale (1898-1993), for decades the pastor of Marble Collegiate Church in New York City, created a movement aimed at what he called “positive thinking,” a mixture of comfortable Christianity with popular psychology. Peale’s prestige began to decline when it became known that a psychoanalyst who had once worked collaboratively with Peale, Smiley Blanton, did not want to be identified with positive thinking. Peale’s alliance with the Republican Party, and especially his parishioner, Richard Milhous Nixon, as well as his opposition to the presidential candidacy of John Fitzgerald Kennedy on the basis of Kennedy’s Catholicism, also alienated a considerable segment of Americans from positive thinking after 1960.

In the years since the decline of Peale’s popularity, other varieties of positive thinking have grown exponentially in Christian settings in the United States, and especially in the churches that propagate what has been called the Prosperity Gospel. Easily exported, the Prosperity Gospel has caught on as well in economically volatile Third World settings, especially in Africa and Latin America over the last two decades. Several popular American television preachers fit loosely into this category of Christianity, but not all of them are entirely happy with such a characterization. Perhaps the most popular television evangelist of recent years is Joel Osteen, a Texan and the son of a former Southern Baptist pastor. Without much formal religious training, Joel Osteen succeeded his father in the pastoral direction of the non-denominational Christian Lakewood Church in Houston when his father died in 1999. The Church has since grown dramatically and moved from its original quarters to take over a basketball arena in Houston seating 16,000 people. Services conducted by Joel Osteen can be seen on television on Sunday mornings not only in the United States but also in other parts of the world.

Joel Osteen describes himself “as a life coach, a motivator.” He seldom mentions sin or repentance in his preaching and his arena church lacks specifically Christian symbols like the cross. Speaking on 60 Minutes in 2007 Osteen summed up his message for an ideal television audience member: “I want you to get a bigger vision. There are exciting things in your future. Your future is filled with marked moments of blessing, increase, promotion. . . . Time and chance are coming together for you.” The therapeutic pursuit of happiness, dislodged from the Protestant Christian foundations still
visible in the preaching of Norman Vincent Peale, has triumphed in the careers of Osteen and many of his fellow proponents of the Prosperity Gospel.

(c) Faith of Culture in Contemporary Islam

In the Middle Ages, a coterie of Sunni Muslims evinced an interest in Greek philosophy (falsafah) that may be described as a variety of Islam engaged in a non-Islamic or even secularizing cultural pursuit. The most famous Muslim philosophers maintained throughout their lives their identity as Muslims. But their esteem for the Qur’an was somewhat attenuated, hinting that it mainly helped the masses to perceive truths that were available to the philosopher through speculation. The denunciation of falsafah by al-Ghazali (1058-1111)—what he called, in the title of a major work, The Incoherence of the Philosophers—did much to reduce the influence of philosophers in the Sunni Muslim world. Ibn Rushd (Averroes, 1126-1198), however, valiantly took up the cudgels for philosophy in his critique of al-Ghazali entitled, provocatively, The Incoherence of the Incoherence. After 1200 C.E., however, the pursuit of falsafah mainly flourished in Shi’i Muslim circles.

Secularized Muslim-majority countries like Turkey, Albania and some of the former Soviet republics in central Asia could be cited as examples of places where an Islam-of-culture tendency prevails today. But in the contemporary Muslim world the version of Islam propagated by Colonel Mu’ammar Qadhafi in Libya provides the most striking example of Islam that has been modified to fit into its ambient cultural setting. There are in Qadhafi’s thought many elements of the Arab nationalist and socialist ideology enunciated by Gamal Abdel Nasser, the founder of modern Egypt, more than fifty years ago. But unique ideas emanate continually from Colonel Qadhafi himself, especially on matters Islamic.

When he first seized power in Libya in 1969, Qadhafi attacked all elements of Libyan society that seemed to favor compromise of Islamic values with those of the West. Thus he banned the consumption of alcohol and the licensing of nightclubs, closed down Christian churches and enforced traditional Islamic criminal penalties. As the 1970s progressed, however, Qadhafi increasingly promoted social and economic policies that differed quite dramatically from standard Sunni Muslim practice. Between 1975 and 1980 Qadhafi published three slim volumes called collectively The Green Book. Given the prominence of Islamic concerns in the first years of Qadhafi’s rule, the paucity of references to anything even remotely Islamic in The Green Book is quite striking.

On the occasion of the inauguration of the Muslim year 1399 (on 1 December 1978), Qadhafi called for a major change in the Islamic calendar. No longer would it date from the hijrah (Muhammad’s departure from Mecca for Medina in 622 C.E.) but from Muhammad’s death in 632. What was the point of this uniquely Libyan calendar? It eliminates the necessity to refer to the sunnah or customary practice of Muhammad’s lifetime as reported in hadith literature. Thus Qadhafi attacks one of the principal sources of Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) and the scholarly class that practice it.
In recent years the singularity of Qadhafi’s opinions on Islam has been amply demonstrated in lengthy lectures posted on his website. At the end of 2006 Qadhafi suggested that the *hajj* should be open to non-Muslim people of monotheistic faith as well as to Muslims. “If the Papal Legate wants to go tomorrow to circle the Ka’aba, then that is his right, because the Ka’aba is for all people.”50 By expressing such opinions Qadhafi intends to provoke not only the authorities in Saudi Arabia but also more traditional Muslims critical of his ideas within Libya. “Brother Leader” should not be confused, as the media sometimes do, with those Muslims whom the Western media regularly called fundamentalists in the past or Islamists today. Qadhafi’s version of Islam is simply unique.

**III. FAITH INTEGRATING CULTURE: CONTEMPORARY JEWISH, CHRISTIAN AND MUSLIMS EXAMPLES**

Niebuhr at some length distinguishes three varieties of the church of the center that he describes as synthesist, dualist and conversionist. I will not try to use these three subdivisions of the church of the center to describe the varieties of contemporary Judaism, Christianity and Islam. But all three forms of faith have centrist traditions, even if those centrist traditions include a fairly broad range of understandings of the faith tradition in question. The distinguishing mark of the centrism of these three traditions is their ability to engage with their ambient cultural settings and to integrate those cultural settings into their faith. This centrist integration has been achieved in each case without the respective faith traditions being absorbed into their cultural settings, and also without the centrist religious faith traditions so reacting against the cultural milieu as to constitute a faith-based counterculture. In the interests of brevity, I will examine only one major cultural issue. How have centrist Jews, Christians and Muslims today faced up to an overwhelming fact of contemporary culture: the encounter, not always amicable, between adherents of these major monotheistic traditions.

(a) **Faith Integrating Culture in Contemporary Judaism**

There are many eminent Jewish thinkers in modern times who have faced up to the pluralism of the world in which we live, and especially the pluralism of monotheistic faith traditions. These thinkers can be found in the Reform, Conservative and Orthodox families of Judaism. Let me sketch briefly the thought of only one contemporary Orthodox Jew: Sir Jonathan Sacks, Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of Great Britain and the Commonwealth. Living as he does in London, Rabbi Sacks cannot ignore the religious pluralism of the world in which he lives any more than we can do so here in New York City.

Rabbi Sacks has written a great deal, but I wish to quote from a book published in 2005, *To Heal a Fractured World*. Early in this work Sacks retells the story once told by a Yale law professor, Stephen Carter. As a boy Carter, an African-American, moved with his family to the Cleveland Park section of Washington, D.C., a white neighborhood. Eleven-year-old Stephen sat with his brothers and sisters on the front steps of their home wondering how they would be received in this new environment. No one greeted them,
confirming their suspicion that they were unwelcome. Then, quite suddenly, a white
woman, who lived across the street, greeted the children heartily. After entering her own
home, she came out again, bringing the children cream cheese and jelly sandwiches and
something to drink. Carter learned that the hospitable neighbor was Sara Kestenbaum,
who, Carter eventually found out, was a religious Jew. “In the Jewish tradition,” Carter
writes, such civility is called “chesed—the doing of acts of kindness—which is in turn
derived from the understanding that human beings are made in the image of God.”

Rabbi Sacks develops this theme at some length, noting that in the Jewish
tradition “hessed [is] covenantal love.” But does that definition limit the love involved
only to those linked to God in the covenant of Abraham? Following rabbinical tradition,
Sacks insists on a much broader perspective. “Hessed is born in the phrase in the second
chapter of Genesis, ‘It is not good for man to be alone.’ . . . Hessed is the redemption of
solitude, the bridge we build across the ontological abyss between I and Thou.”

Later in the same book Sacks notes the existence of a narrower sense of hessed as
the bond of loyalty that exists between God and the Chosen People or the loyalty that
should prevail between members of that Chosen People themselves. He ascribes this
narrower notion of hessed to the prophetic literature of the Hebrew Bible. In contrast he
develops at some length what the later rabbinic tradition calls, borrowing a phrase from
the Book of Proverbs (3:17), darkhei shalom, the paths of peace. “Darkhei shalom,”
Rabbi Sacks writes, “is essentially hessed universalized and applied to those who are not
members of our faith.” Sacks prefers the rabbinical notion of the darkhei shalom to the
narrower prophetic notion of peace: “The attempt to bring prophetic peace by human
action creates not peace but war.” The rabbis in post-Second Temple Judaism “knew
that in this not-yet-fully-redeemed world, peace means living with difference—with those
who have another faith and other texts.” In a world of competing religious absolutisms,
Rabbi Sacks prefers the ways of the later rabbis, “the lights of peace (the Sabbath
candles)” rather than “the lights of victory (the Hanukkah candles).”

The rabbinical ethic of darkhei shalom enunciated by Rabbi Sacks sheds a very
gentle light on our modern situation of inter-faith communal living. It integrates a
profoundly Jewish faith with the realities of London, New York and every metropolis
where Jews, Christians and Muslims—as well as men and women of every faith tradition
and no faith tradition—must learn to live together in community.

(b) Faith Integrating Culture in Contemporary Christianity

There are many recent Christian thinkers in the Catholic and Protestant traditions
who have theologized about religious pluralism. Pope Benedict XVI is not generally
counted among the leaders in this area. Some even assert that Pope Benedict has
withdrawn from the Second Vatican Council’s Declaration on the Relationship of the
Church to Non-Christian Religions (Nostra aetate). I would suggest, however, that the
Pope’s attitudes towards inter-faith dialogue and the pluralistic culture in which we live
today have been developing over the past five years. Because of the centrality of the
papacy in Catholic Christianity, the developing attitudes of Pope Benedict exercise an important influence on Catholic approaches to the ambient culture of religious pluralism.

The media have given much attention in recent years to criticism of Pope Benedict on matters concerning Catholic relations with Jews. But an examination of the Pope’s writings both before and after his accession to the papacy demonstrates the depth of his reflection on and sympathy with the Jewish tradition. At Christmas in the year 2000, the then Cardinal Ratzinger deplored the past history of anti-Semitism and noted that “our dialogue with Jews is situated on a different level than that in which we engage with other religions. The faith witnessed by the Jewish Bible ... is not merely another religion to us, but is the foundation of our own faith.” Speaking in May 2009 at Jerusalem’s Memorial to victims of the Shoah, Pope Benedict began with the text from Isaiah that is the source of the Memorial’s name, Yad va-Shem: “I will give in my house a memorial and a name” (Isaiah 56:5). Of the millions who died in the Nazi era the Pope declared that “they lost their lives, but they will never lose their names ... their names are forever fixed in the memory of Almighty God.”

Pope Benedict’s relations with Muslims have also come in for criticism. His September 2006 lecture at the University of Regensburg on “Faith, Reason and the University” began by quoting with seeming approbation harsh words from a controversial dialogue of the third-last Byzantine emperor, Manuel II Paleologus, with an unnamed Persian scholar. The Pope’s journey two months later to Turkey offered him an opportunity, in that majority-Muslim but decidedly secular state, to express more clearly his “sentiments of esteem for the Muslims and for the Islamic civilization.” He also recalled, in a reflective address later delivered in Rome, an unscheduled visit to Istanbul’s Blue Mosque while he was in Turkey. “Pausing for a few minutes of recollection in that place of prayer, I addressed the one Lord of Heaven and earth, the Merciful Father of all humanity.” A papal moment of prayer in a mosque says more than many ienic words.

The response of Muslim scholars to the Pope’s Regensburg address led eventually to dialogue with those scholars, and especially the Common Word initiative, to be discussed below. By May 2009 the Pope, addressing Muslim religious leaders in Jordan, declared that “Muslims and Christians, precisely because of the burden of our common history so often marked with misunderstanding, must today strive to be known as worshippers of God ... mindful of the common origin and dignity of all human persons.” The Pope also noted that “the more recent Common Word letter ... echoed a theme consonant with my first encyclical: the unbreakable bond between love of God and love of neighbour, and the fundamental contradiction of resorting to violence or exclusion in the name of God.”

Muslim and Jewish responses to Pope Benedict over the past five years have not always been positive, but the very fact that dialogue goes on bodes well for the possibility of building a culture of inter-faith understanding.
(c) Faith Integrating Culture in Contemporary Islam

The *Common Word* letter referred to by Pope Benedict was an open letter written to the Pope and twenty-six other heads of churches throughout the world in 2007. The original signatories were 138 prominent Muslim scholars. The actual author of the open letter is Prince Ghazi ibn Muhammad ibn Talal, first cousin of the present King of Jordan, ‘Abd Allah II. The prince wrote the open letter as a follow-up to an earlier open letter, published in 2006, reacting to Pope Benedict’s address at Regensburg.

The title of the 2007 open letter derives from a verse in the Qur’an in which God instructs both Muhammad and the Christians of Najran in south Arabia to come to terms on common religious principles (Qur’an 3:64). That divine instruction during the lifetime of Muhammad to seek common religious ground with Christians serves as a model for what the author and his fellow signatories urge on the Christian leaders addressed. The letter seeks ways to coordinate the teaching of the Qur’an and the hadith (reports of Muhammad’s sayings) with what has been called in the Christian tradition the two great commandments: love of God and love of neighbor (Mark 12:30-31 and parallels). These two commandments derive from the Torah, the first five books of the Hebrew Bible (Deuteronomy 6:4-5; Leviticus 19:18).

Even if many would claim that the two great commandments are primarily Jewish and Christian, the *Common Word* letter argues that the same two commandments play a central role both in the Qur’an and in the oral traditions ascribed to Muhammad. Thus Part I of the letter, “Love of God,” concludes with a reflection on a quotation from Muhammad on the absoluteness of God not only in the revelation he had received but also in “the prophets that came before me.” Part II of the letter, “Love of the Neighbour,” draws the parallels between the second of the two great commandments and various passages from the Qur’an and Muhammad’s own teaching. “Without giving the neighbour what we ourselves love, we do not truly love God or the neighbour.”

The third and final part of the letter comes back to the theme with which the letter began. Although the letter is only addressed to Christian leaders, there are hints in Part III that Jews might also be included in its purview: “The Two Greatest Commandments are an area of common ground and a link between the Qur’an, the Torah and the New Testament . . . Thus the Unity of God, and love of the neighbour form a common ground upon which Islam and Christianity (and Judaism) are founded.” Later in the same section the writers declare that “Muslims, Christians and Jews should be free to each follow what God commanded them.”

Alas, the breadth of these quotations from Part III of the letter is compromised in a section of “Frequently Asked Questions” appended to the 2009 edition of the letter available on line. Responding to a query as to why Jews are not addressed in the letter, the unknown respondent notes that “Jewish scriptures are invoked repeatedly and respectfully” by way of “preparing for a further document specifically addressed to Jewish scholars.” This is fair enough, as far as it goes, but then the unknown respondent concludes by stating that “this is a Theological document and the problems between Jews
and Muslims are essentially political not Theological.” I would venture to suggest, however, that both Christians and Muslims have to come to terms with the Jewish roots of their respective traditions before there can be any genuine mutual understanding.

Whatever its limitations, the Common Word letter represents an attempt by a broad conspectus of Muslim scholars to speak for Islam. It begins to face up to the situation in which humanity lives today, and especially the cultural frontiers where Jews, Christians and Muslim face each other in fear and trembling, but also in hope.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the Book of Genesis we read how Abraham in the heat of the day welcomed three strangers at the entrance of his tent near the oaks of Mamre. Insisting on the duties of hospitality, Abraham, together with his wife, Sarah, fed those mysterious guests. The aged couple received as their reward almost unbelievably good news from the Lord, the birth of a son (Genesis 18: 1-15). The Letter to the Hebrews in the New Testament alludes to this hospitality: “Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for by doing that some have entertained angels without knowing it” (Hebrews 13: 2). The Qur’an also narrates how Abraham and Sarah received their guests: “‘Will you not take something to eat?’ [Abraham] said, beginning to fear them. But they said, ‘Fear not!’ They gave him good news of a knowing son” (Qur’an 51: 27-28).

The tent of Abraham and Sarah, concretized in the various contemporary traditions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam described in this presentation, is large and welcoming. Not every guest of Abraham and Sarah will be exactly the same as every other guest, but the tent is large and the hospitality abundant. Not only must Jews, Christians and Muslims recognize each other across religious lines as fellow visitors to the tent of Abraham and Sarah, but different types of Jews, different types of Christians and different types of Muslims have a lot to learn about proper comportment among themselves in the tent. As people of faith we can and must look into the faces of our fellow guests and recognize the image and likeness of God in each one of us.
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